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Early Adopters: RGN has been trading crypto since 2011, principals have 8-9 digit investments in crypto.

Experience with downside risk: We have experienced many substantial declines both in traditional and crypto assets.

Highly Experienced Operations Team: Our leaders have an average 15 years of tenure at the firm.

Top of Class Tech Ability: Crypto, HFT, Software Development, Risk Management and Trading (both crypto and 
futures).

SEC Registered: Unlike almost all firms in the digital asset sector, RGNCM is registered and compliant with the SEC.

Diversified Business Operations: RGNCM has strong operations in traditional finance world, futures, FX, Digital 
Assets.

RGNCM offers robust, experienced, institutional-grade Digital Asset management.

RGNCM offers stability in the cryptocurrency partnerships
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Roy G. Niederhoffer is the President of RGNCM. He is responsible for the general management of the firm and the overall strategy. 
Mr. Niederhoffer graduated magna cum laude from Harvard in 1987 with a degree in Computational Neuroscience. After working 
for another hedge fund for 5 years, he founded R. G. Niederhoffer Capital Management, Inc. (“RGNCM”), in 1993. Since then, 
RGNCM has employed a quantitative, behavioral finance-based strategy to trade equities, fixed income, foreign exchange, digital 
assets and commodities to provide returns that are both valuable on a stand-alone basis and provide significant downside protection 
to clients' portfolios. Roy leads the Management Committee and brings nearly 30 years of experience in the hedge fund industry.

Mr. Niederhoffer also serves as Chairman of the Board for the New York City Opera and the Harmony Program. He is an 
accomplished classical and jazz pianist, plays violin with the Park Avenue Chamber Symphony, and is an avid skier. He, his wife 
and his five children reside in New York City.

Paul Shen is Head Trader and has been with the Investment Manager since inception in 1993. He is a member of the research, 
investment management and risk management teams. He is also a Member of the Management Committee. Mr. Shen has over 30 
years of industry experience and manages a team of traders who are responsible for the day-to-day implementation of the firm’s 
investment strategy. Prior to joining RGNCM, he was a market analyst and a risk analyst for the COMEX exchange, researcher, 
analyst and trader at NCZ Commodities, Inc. and a floor broker for NCZ Commodities on the NYMEX exchange. Mr. Shen 
graduated cum laude in 1989 from New York University with a BS in Finance and International Business. Mr. Shen lives with his wife 
and two children in New Jersey.

Alex Tseng Director of Digital Asset Trading for R. G. Niederhoffer Capital Management. Prior to joining, Alex was a Portfolio 
Manager at Tower Research Capital of a trading team running high frequency strategies on global equities, equity derivatives, and 
futures with a sharpe of over 8. Before Tower, he held positions developing equity derivatives market making and mid-frequency 
strategies at various hedge funds.

RGNCM Digital Assets Key Team Biographies
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Ari Pine is Co-Founder at RGNCM Digital Gamma with 20+ years trading global markets. Prior to Co-Founding Digital Gamma, 
Mr. Pine ran quant trading strategies from 2014-2017 and managed options trading from 1997-2012. Precious metals market 
making and position taking at CME, BOE managing a team of 5; Equity options market making at PCX and Long volatility 
proprietary trader at HF. Mr. Pine is a software coding & design expert having developed trading software for cryptocurrency 
connecting to 12+ exchanges, smart order router, aggregated order books and overseeing risk management software for 
options MM. He holds a BS from Caltech in Engineering and a BA from Wesleyan University in History.

Paul Sacks is CIO at RGNCM Digital Gamma with 20+ years trading markets. Prior to co-founding Digital Gamma, Mr. Sacks 
developed unique, proprietary tail-risk style strategy using listed options. Mr. Sacks also launched a CTA & CPO and was an 
options market maker who founded, funded and managed an exchange designated market making operations in the gold 
market. He ran a profitable book through a variety of market cycles fine tuning trading strategies that ultimately led to the
formation of a CPO. Mr. Sacks holds a BBA in Finance from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Prince Jindal joined R. G. Niederhoffer Capital Management in 2021. Mr. Jindal holds a dual degree B.S. in Finance & 
Accounting from George Mason University. Mr. Jindal has been actively involved with the crypto markets since 2013 and 
provides research and management over the fund's DeFi investments. Prior to joining Niederhoffer, Mr. Jindal was a Portfolio 
Manager for Dwight Mortgage Trust, where his responsibilities included origination, underwriting and evaluation of commercial
real estate investments for the fund. Prior to Dwight, Mr. Jindal worked at Medley Management for the Tactical Opportunities and
Direct Lending teams. At Medley, Mr. Jindal was accountable for underwriting, deal execution and portfolio management of 
assets including direct equity positions as well as leveraged loans of middle market companies. Prior to Medley, Mr. Jindal was a 
Financial Analyst at The Blackstone Group.

RGNCM Digital Assets Key Team Biographies (continued)
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Brian Duda is Head of Research. He joined RGNCM in 2002. Mr. Duda has a BS in Physics from MIT, an MS in Physics from 
UCLA, and a PhD in Physics from UCLA. For his doctoral research, he did research on laser-plasma interactions. After earning his
degree, he became a member of the technical staff at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory, where he did work on the jamming and spoofing 
of Automatic Target Recognition systems. This work led to an interest in the application of pattern recognition techniques such as 
neural networks as a predictor of the financial markets. Since joining RGNCM in 2002, he has spearheaded the firm’s extensive
research in nonlinear pattern recognition methods for constructing trading systems. Mr. Duda also directs the development of our 
analytical platform to test and evaluate trading and risk management strategies.

Zinovi Levitan is Director of Operations. He is responsible for RGNCM’s operations and fund administration and brings 20 years 
of experience to the industry. Mr. Levitan joined the firm in March 2008 from The Richcourt Group, a fund of hedge funds, where 
he was the Director of Operations. Prior to that, Mr. Levitan was at Two Sigma Investments where he was instrumental in 
establishing the Operations Department during its first few years of trading. Mr. Levitan’s career started at a global long/short 
equity hedge fund, trading equity options to dynamically hedge the portfolio as well as running a discretionary book of arbitrage 
strategies utilizing ADRs. He earned an MBA from Emory University and a BS in Finance and International Business from New 
York University. Mr. Levitan is a Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst. He is also fluent in Russian.

David Encalada is Director of Fund Accounting and is responsible for accounting and audit related matters. Prior to joining 
RGNCM in December 2007, Mr. Encalada was a senior accountant/analyst in the operations group of Guggenheim Advisors. 
Before that, he was an accountant at ING Alternative Investments and Lehman Brothers. Mr. Encalada is a Certified Public 
Accountant, having worked as a senior auditor at Goldstein Golub Kessler in the hedge fund and broker dealer department. With
25 years of experience in the industry, he is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the New York 
State Society of CPAs, and presently serves on the NYSSCPA Investment Management Committee. He graduated from Bernard M. 
Baruch College with an MBA in Finance and a BBA in Accounting.

RGNCM Digital Assets Key Team Biographies (continued)
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The greatest bull market in history created $1.5T (mostly since March 2020)
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Simultaneously, Decentralized Financial (DeFi) projects have exploded.
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A partnership to capture a variety of Digital Asset return streams.

Investments include:
Cryptocurrency

DeFi
Vol-Arb

Cash Yield Capture
Trading

Many others

Uncorrelated Return 
Streams

Customized, 
adjustable
crypto Beta

~1 day liquidity

Transparent 
partnership structure 
with full access to PMsInvestor + RGNCM

Customized Custody 
Solution

A transparent, customized partnership to select and manage a diversified portfolio of digital asset return streams
with exposures ranging from Delta 1 (e.g. enhanced BTC/ETH) to Delta Neutral (stablecoin yield capture) with 
additional downside protection. 
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Besides the compelling fundamental case for 10-100x 
returns, high returns in the Digital Asset/DeFi space 
result from a combination of great demand for cash 
and the high volatility of the underlying assets. 

To mitigate drawdowns like the 55% decline from April
highs to May lows and the 50% decline in March 2020:

• Diversification is key

• Determine risk parameters with client beforehand, choose appropriate Beta to BTC/ETH (we propose 0.3-
0.5 but we can work with a broad range), discuss appropriate hedging strategy costs

• Our firm is well capitalized and does not depend on incentive fees, so our incentives are to seek higher risk-
adjusted rather than just high returns from crypto price appreciation.

• Many strategies we propose produce stable or higher returns during periods of volatility, and have 0 or 
very low Beta to asset prices. (e.g. Stablecoin LPs, Liquidity pools with dynamic hedging, cash and carry 
options strategies etc.) 

• Consider using downside protection with options to cap extreme downside and employing RGN Diversified 
Futures to reduce downside risk during a future “black swan” liquidity crisis.

• Impermanent loss can be mitigated with diversification, dynamic active management of pool positions, 
hedging using borrows/shorts.

Mitigating downside risk
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Proposed strategy allocation: ~40% long/60% Delta Neutral and Protective
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RGNCM Crypto/DeFi strategies

Strategy Name Strategy Description Why it works Selected Risk Factors

Proposed 

Allocation

Correlation 

to Bitcoin 

& Ether

Potential 

Annualized 

Return

Annualized 

Volatility
Enhanced Long 

BTC/ETH

Long exposure to the two dominant cryptocurrencies with yield enhancement 

via strategic/tactical investment to gain an additional 5-35% annualized 

return on top of the return of the base cryptocurrency

Demand for liquid, fixed-supply, fungible store of value with high yield; 

Yield enhancement from effiicient deployment of capital

Government regulation, price volatility, liquidity crises 

causing "flight to fiat cash."

25% 0.9 BTC/ETH return 

+ 10-40%

50%

Enhanced Long 

Additional 

Cryptocurrencies

Long exposure to additional major cryptocurrencies with yield enhancement 

via strategic/tactical investment to gain an additional 5-35% annualized 

return on top of the return of the base cryptocurrency. Examples: Cardano, 

Matic, Stellar

Capacity, speed, volatility, lack of focus, marketing, cost, etc. create 

opportunities for new projects. The major ones can appreciate even 

more than BTC/ETH

Volatility, underperformance compared to BTC/ETH 5% 0.7 -50 to 50% plus 

enhancement

60%

Liquidity Pool Yield 

Capture

Investment in liquidity pools to earn 10-100% with 0.4-0.7 correlation to 

underlying cryptos

Liquidity pool returns are related to implied volatility of 

cryptocurrencies/stablecoins on both a stand-alone and relative basis. 

Demand for leverage, liquidity, cross-market trading creates demand 

for swapping.

Impermanent loss, smart contract risk, price volatility 

of one asset vs. another; token price drops reduce 

value of rewards

15% 0.4-0.7 10-40% 30%

Enhanced Liquidity 

Pool Arbitrage

LP yields can be enhanced by dynamic entry/exit of pool, other methods; 

Dynamic hedging, LP Token farming; beyond 50/50 and 2-sided pools

[secret sauce] Impermanent loss, smart contract risk, price volatility 

of one asset vs. another; token price drops reduce 

value of rewards

5% 0 to 0.5 20% low

Systematic Trading 

(crypto and futures)

Application of generalized short and long-term systematic momentum, trend 

and mean reversion strategies to tactically vary long exposure

Cryptocurrencies follow standard market patterns; Trend following and 

other strategies can reduce during unfavorable market moves and add 

alpha

Out of database events; exogenous market moves 10% -1 to +1 10-20% 20%

Stablecoin Yield 

Capture

Investment in liquidity pools to earn 10-30% with minimal long 

cryptocurrency exposure; Have achieved 38% on 8 digit prop capital

Demand for cash for lending and investment in the Digital Asset sector 

is extremely high, because money center banks are not active.

Stablecoin depeg 15% 0 10-40% 0-30%

Cross chain/ 

CeFi/DeFi 

Arbitrage

Ex: Capture mispricings between two competing blockchains;Arb options 

vol surface against defi implied options vol surface; dynamically hedged LP 

positions;using futures to hedge LP risk

Structural inefficiencies between blockchains;Liquidity pools allow for 

arb profits;Relationship between LPs and options is not perfectly 

understood by many; 

Smart contract risk; tail risk moves 5% 0 10-20% 0-10%

New DeFi Projects Excellent network/smart contract audit ability allows early participation in 

new projects if they pass screening

Early investors in great projects have done extremely well Smart contract risk; rug pulls; illiquidity 5% 5-10% 50-150%

Options/Vol-

Arb/Basis Trading

Short term interest rate captures (calendar spreads); Options 

arbitrage/relative value; Automatic options market making; Quant 

directional trading in options; Collars/overwrites/tail risk hedging

High implied vols create massive opportunities; many participants are 

unsophisitcated; unusual high and low demand; special situiations (e.g. 

Greyscale)

Exchange liqudity risk/tail events(could be 

good)/entry-exit liquidity; Inexperienced options 

traders can make mistakes;

15% -1 to +1 - can 

be zero

15-25% Variable

Downside 

Protection from 

crypto declines

Employ options (risk reversals, puts, spreads) to mitigate extreme downside 

at reasonable cost. Dynamic hedging of liquidity pool long exposure using 

borrow/shorting

High volatiltiy makes these negatively correlated trades, though 

somewhat costly, valuable to allow maintenance of positions for many 

years

Options exchange risk, decline in premium captured 

due to crypto price depreciation (consider converting 

premium to cash/CME)

5% strongly 

negative

negative - TBD Variable

RGN Diversified 

Program Futures 

Overlay

The decline in March 2020 was a massive liquidity crisis, in which 

everything with a bid including crypto was sold. Because of the captial 

efficiency of RGNCM futures trading, we propose including this as a hedge 

against liquidiy crises. This is what Roy does personally.

RGNCM has  demonstrated the ability to make money in liquidity crises 

for more than 30 years.

Traditional futures strategy risks 5% negative 

during liquidity 

crises

~10%/year 

better in high 

vol. 

environments

18%
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• Partnership to begin and have regular updates on allocation goals, risk allocation, fundamental 
expectations, etc. 

• Overall risk framework inspired by RGNCM risk management procedures developed over 30y
• Maximum drawdown defined by Investor
• Crypto downside risk can be mitigated using options
• DeFi risk:

• Optimized risk-return allocation with proprietary risk scoring system
• Smart Contract

• Goal: Internal as well as code audit, static analysis, and testnet deployment (e.g. bugs, 
malicious code)

• Evaluation for exploitable features in project framework
(e.g. pricing risk)

• Market
• Available liquidity across exchanges
• Liquidity quality evaluation
• Token price volatility
• Correlation to other assets in portfolio

• Liquidity Pool Risk
• Position modeling
• Simulation of portfolio with stress testing
• Dynamic hedging where appropriate

Risk Management
12



 RGNCM internal teams and security systems vetted over 20 years of experience in futures and 10 in 
digital assets

 SEC-compliant client-centered security guidelines

 Best practice: multi-party computation (MPC) custody rather than traditional key sharding

https://nomics.com/guides/cryptocurrency-custody-solutions

Custody
13



Ethereum DeFi Yield Capture current example

Pool: Farm:
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• 62% on two correlated 
tokens (ETH and MATIC 
(Polygon)) and Matic)

• 27% on two core 
holdings (BTC/ETH)

• 49% on ETH + USDC 
Stablecoin (has been 
as high as 100% 
during volatile periods)

Polygon DeFi Yield Capture current example:
15



Ex: Single sided liquidity pools (15%/yr BTC, 39%/yr on USDC Stablecoin):
16



Where does the return of a Liquidity Pool come from?

Key concept: Impermanent Loss

1) Pool charges a fee for users to swap (exchange) between the two (or more) tokens of
the pool (usually 0.25% to 0.3%). Higher swap volume -> higher fees to liquidity
providers.

2) Higher rewards accrue in pools where assets are volatile and uncorrelated (e.g.
ETH/USDC). This is directly related to the implied volatility of the tokens, since a
liquidity provider is “short volatility”

3) Projects can offer extra incentives (“rewards”) to build deep liquidity pools - these
rewards can often be higher than the swapping fees in (1).

4) The overall price movement of BTC and ETH influences volume and volatility, and
thus the higher those two tokens go, the better LP investors do.

17



MATIC-QUICK Volume - decreasing

MATIC/QUICK – high correlation

QUICK price – declining

Evaluating a Liquidity Pool

• How large is the pool? (bigger is 
better)

• What is the impact of your investment 
on pool return?

• How long will rewards run (if any)?

• What is the form of those rewards (will 
rewards be converted or kept)?

• How stable are the fees 
(volume/price)?

• What is volatility of each asset, and 
are they correlated?

• What % of return is in the form of fees 
vs. rewards?

• What else can you do with each token 
(opportunity cost/cost of capital)?

For $1-2M investment, this pool with two 
correlated tokens is attractive as long as 
QUICK rewards are running.

18



Leveraging a lending platform:

• Compound is a DeFi lending 
platform with $13B on 
deposit.

• Users can earn interest on 
many crypto and stable coins, 
and use them as collateral to 
borrow.

• Depositors and lenders both 
receive extra rewards.

• Positions may be leveraged to 
earn yield up to 9.6% on 
wBTC.
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Key Takeaways:

• The term structure of bitcoin futures is often steep
• This gives rise to sizable returns in market neutral, arbitrage type strategies
• These continue to perform during massive corrections

Cash and carry:

• Low market risk but credit risk must be assessed
• There may be mark-to-market losses
• Will converge by expiration

The Trade:

• Sell future; buy spot
• (67,484 – 62,849) / 62,849 * 365 / 72 = .3739

6/25/2021 Deribit future 67,484

Days until expiration 72

Bitcoin spot price 62,849

Basis 4,635

Annualized yield 37.39%

PricesPricesPricesPrices asasasas ofofofof 4444////14141414////2021202120212021

Cash and carry: Sample trade
20



Top 10 ways to lose money in DeFi:

1. Smart Contract programming errors (race conditions, int overflow, etc.)

2. Protocol design errors (e.g. price source can be manipulated, mint/burn interaction 
with pricing source)

3. Dark forest attacks (e.g. front/back running/sandwich attack, sniping)

4. Protocol specific losses (e.g. liquidation of loan, Impermanent loss)

5. Griefing/DoS attack

6. Gas overspend

7. Oracle Failure

8. Slippage overspend

9. Failure to monitor end of rewards

10. Outright fraud/Malicious contracts
(e.g. pyramid schemes/rug pulls)

Iron Finance: $2b loss from oracle failure/design error
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• Our view is that Bitcoin mining may help promote increased use of renewable energy sources.

• Energy derived from fossil fuel is too expensive to make large-scale mining profitable. Therefore, miners 
seek out cheaper, eco-friendly, renewable sources instead which in turn supports the growth of the 
renewable energy sector.

• Another way that RGN will work to reduce its carbon footprint, is through the purchase of carbon offset 
credits, making our crypto transactions essentially carbon neutral.

ESG Crypto trading
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Background Information
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Decentralized finance, commonly referred to as “DeFi,” is a blockchain-based form of finance that does not 
rely on central financial intermediaries such as brokerages, exchanges, or banks to offer traditional financial 
instruments, and instead utilizes smart contracts on blockchains, the most common being Ethereum.

Examples include:

• Cryptocurrencies
• Borrow/Lend
• Decentralized Asset Exchanges
• Derivatives

• Options/Futures
• Synthetic Securities (e.g. equity trackers)

• Automated Investment Strategies 
• Pricing Sources (Price Oracle)

What is Decentralized Finance?
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Smart contracts are computer programs that automate the enforcement of terms. 

They resemble traditional contracts but the language is code. This code is run on a de-centralized network most 
commonly referred to as the “blockchain.”

The major smart contract languages are Solidity and Vyper (Ethereum). Others include Move (Facebook) and 
Clarity. More here: SCL List

Traditional Contracts Smart Contracts

What is a Smart Contract?
25



1.Smart contract bugs. A bug is what allowed hackers to drain 3.6 million ETH from The DAO back in 2016, the first major project to resemble what we call DeFi today. Now, 
the most reputable DeFi teams attempt to mitigate the risk of bugs by hiring better developers and submitting their code to auditing teams. However, time after time, we’ve seen 
unaudited code and audited code fail a DeFi community, sometimes leading to losses as big as tens of millions of dollars. If you’re looking to mitigate the risk of smart contract 
bugs, thankfully there’s DeFi insurance, like Nexus Mutual, which covers bugs. You should also check to see whether the app you’re using has been audited, and importantly, 
what those audits have found.

2. Custody failure. If you give up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or appgive up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or appgive up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or appgive up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or app, you can lose everything in your wallet. This 
holds true not just for DeFi, but for all of crypto: Never enter your seed phrase, or share it, or store it digitally in a place like your phone or computer.

3. Oracle failure has been a major vector of attack in DeFi in 2020. This is where bad actors use a flash loan to buy or sell an asset, which manipulates the asset price long 
enough for them to arbitrage the difference and exploit a protocol for millions of dollars. Think of it this way: If the application on-chain thinks an apple is worth $100 for even 
a few seconds while the rest of the world is buying and selling apples at $1, a bad actor can sell apples at $100 and walk away with a large profit. By that time anyone 
realizes what they’ve done, there’s often no way to retrieve the funds because of the unchangeable nature of the blockchain and the trustlessness and permissionlessness that 
enables someone to remain anonymous. Oracle failure is part of the reason why Chainlink is such a revered project solving such a huge challenge in the face of DeFi’s
adoption.

4. Admin key risk. Always be on the lookout for centralized admin controls that allow a developer or team to lock or move funds deposited into the DeFi app. Normally, the 
most reputable teams in DeFi, like Compound, will put in a time lock preventing code changes from happening without approval from multiple parties or a DAO that governs 
upgrades and proposals, and a second time delay so the community can be warned if a potentially unfavorable or controversial change is coming to the protocol. Check to 
see how much control the teams behind the apps that your using have over the code.

5. Liquidity crises. This refers to a lockup of funds and a lack of liquidity. A simple example is if you lend DAI to Aave but all the DAI gets borrowed and the app indicates 
100% of DAI is “utilized”, you cannot withdraw your DAI until some borrowers return the funds. This is less likely to happen and is much less concerning as a risk, but is a risk 
nonetheless due to the overcollateralized loans that dominate DeFi.

6. Governance failure. There are debates whether whales can exert such influence as to vote in their own best interest and hurt the community, while others might argue whales 
wouldn’t self-sabotage a protocol with their money in it. There are also ongoing debates about deep pocketed CeFi exerting its influence on DeFi governance to protect the 
interests of the mega large exchanges.

7. Peg failure. Any time you’ve got exposure to stablecoins or pegged assets like WBTC, there’s risk that the stablecoinsstablecoinsstablecoinsstablecoins or pegged assets could deor pegged assets could deor pegged assets could deor pegged assets could de----pegpegpegpeg, causing all sorts of 
issues (like an AMM liquidity pool going to $0). This is exactly why baskets of stablecoins exist, like mUSD by mStable, which aims to establish a stablecoin made up of the 
most liquid and popular stablecoins in case one ever fails.

Some Significant Risks of DeFi
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UniswapUniswapUniswapUniswap/Providing Liquidity/Providing Liquidity/Providing Liquidity/Providing Liquidity
Uniswap is a leading decentralized crypto exchange that runs 

on the Ethereum blockchain.

The vast majority of crypto trading takes place on centralized 
exchanges such as Coinbase and Binance. These platforms are 
governed by a single authority (the company that operates the 
exchange), require users to place funds under their control and 
use a traditional order book system to facilitate trading. 

Order book-based trading is where buy and sell orders are 
presented in a list along with the total amount placed in each 
order. The amount of open buy and sell orders for an asset is 
known as “market depth.” In order to make a successful trade 
using this system, a buy order has to be matched with a sell 
order on the opposite side of the order book for the same 
amount and price of an asset, and vice versa.

For example, if you wanted to sell one bitcoin (BTC) at a price of 
$33,000 on a centralized exchange, you’d need to wait for a 
buyer to appear on the other side of the order book who’s 
looking to buy an equal or higher amount of bitcoin at that 
price.

The main problem with this type of system is liquidity, which in 
this context refers to the depth and number of orders there are 
on the order book at any given time. If there’s low liquidity, it 
means traders may not be able to fill their buy or sell orders.

Another way to think of liquidity: Imagine you own a food stall 
in a street market. If the street market is busy with stall owners 
selling goods and people buying produce and products, it would 
be considered a “liquid market.” If the market was quiet and 
there was little buying and selling going on, it would be 
considered a “narrow market.”
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What is Uniswap?

Uniswap is a completely different type of exchange that‘s fully 
decentralized – meaning it isn’t owned and operated by a single 
entity – and uses a relatively new type of trading model called an 
automated liquidity protocol (see below).

The Uniswap platform was built in 2018 on top of the Ethereum 
blockchain, the world’s second-largest cryptocurrency project by 
market capitalization, which makes it compatible with all ERC-20 
tokens and infrastructure such as wallet services like MetaMask and 
MyEtherWallet. 

Uniswap is also completely open source, which means anyone can 
copy the code to create their own decentralized exchanges. It even 
allows users to list tokens on the exchange for free. Normal 
centralized exchanges are profit-driven and charge very high fees to 
list new coins, so this alone is a notable difference. Because Uniswap
is a decentralized exchange (DEX), it also means users maintain 
control of their funds at all times as opposed to a centralized 
exchange that requires traders to give up control of their private keys 
so that orders can be logged on an internal database rather than be 
executed on a blockchain, which is more time consuming and 
expensive. By retaining control of private keys, it eliminates the risk 
of losing assets if the exchange is ever hacked. According to the 
latest figures, Uniswap is currently the fourth-largest decentralized 
finance (DeFi) platform and has over $3 billion worth of crypto assets 
locked away on its protocol.

How Uniswap works
Uniswap runs on two smart contracts; an “Exchange” contract and a 
“Factory” contract. These are automatic computer programs that are 
designed to perform specific functions when certain conditions are 
met. In this instance, the factory smart contract is used to add new 
tokens to the platform and the exchange contract facilitates all token 
swaps, or “trades.” Any ERC20-based token can be swapped with 
another on the updated Uniswap v.2 platform.
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Automated liquidityAutomated liquidityAutomated liquidityAutomated liquidity
The way Uniswap solves the liquidity problem (described in the 
introduction) of centralized exchanges is through an automated 
liquidity protocol. This works by incentivizing people trading on 
the exchange to become liquidity providers (LPs): Uniswap
users pool their money together to create a fund that’s used to 
execute all trades that take place on the platform. Each token 
listed has its own pool that users can contribute to, and the 
prices for each token are worked out using a math algorithm 
run by a computer (explained in “How token price is 
determined,” below). With this system, a buyer or seller does 
not have to wait for an opposite party to appear to complete a 
trade. Instead, they can execute any trade instantly at a known 
price provided there’s enough liquidity in the particular pool to 
facilitate it. In exchange for putting up their funds, each LP 
receives a token that represents the staked contribution to the 
pool.

For example, if you contributed $10,000 to a liquidity pool that 
held $100,000 in total, you would receive a token for 10% of 
that pool. This token can be redeemed for a share of the 
trading fees. Uniswap charges users a flat 0.30% fee for every 
trade that takes place on the platform and automatically sends 
it to a liquidity reserve. Whenever a liquidity provider decides 
they want to exit, they receive a portion of the total fees from 
the reserve relative to their staked amount in that pool. The 
token they received which keeps a record of what stake they’re 
owed is then destroyed. After the Uniswap v.2 upgrade, a new 
protocol fee was introduced that can be turned on or off via a 
community vote and essentially sends 0.05% of every 0.30% 
trading fee to a Uniswap fund to finance future development. 
Currently, this fee option is turned off, however, if it is ever 
turned on it means LPs will start receiving 0.25% of pool 
trading fees.
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How token price is determined

Another important element of this system is how it determines 
the price of each token. Instead of an order book system 
where the price of each asset is determined by the highest 
buyer and lowest seller, Uniswap uses an automated market 
maker system. This alternative method for adjusting the price 
of an asset based on its supply and demand uses a long-
standing mathematical equation. It works by increasing and 
decreasing the price of a coin depending on the ratio of how 
many coins there are in the respective pool.

It’s important to note that whenever someone adds a new 
ERC-20 token to Uniswap, that person has to add a certain 
amount of the chosen ERC-20 token and an equal amount of 
another ERC-20 token to start the liquidity pool. 

The equation for working out the price of each token is x*y=k, 
where the amount of token A is x and the amount of token B is 
y. K is a constant value, aka a number that doesn’t change. 
For example, Bob wants to trade chainlink (LINK) for ether 
using the Uniswap LINK/ETH pool. Bob adds a large number 
of LINK to the pool which increases the ratio of LINK in the 
pool to ether. Since the value K must remain the same, it 
means the cost of ether increases while the cost of link in the 
pool decreases. 

So the more LINK Bob puts in, the less ether he gets in return 
because the price of it increases.  The size of the liquidity 
pool also determines how much the price of tokens will 
change during a trade. The more money, aka liquidity, there 
is in a pool, the easier it is to make larger trades without 
causing the price to slide as much.

Chart by Vitalik Buterin
Source: Ethresear.ch
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Impermanent Loss

https://finematics.com/impermanent-loss-explained/

Video about Impermanent Loss

AMM protocols are controlled by an underlying mathematical formula that adjusts the ratios of 
the assets in the pool while simultaneously determining their prices. While this formula allows the 
market to function, it is also what is responsible for Impermanent Loss.

Impermanent Loss occurs when the mathematical formula adjusts the asset ratio in a pool to ensure they 
remain at 50:50 in terms of value and the liquidity provider loses out on gains from a deposited asset 
that outperforms.

Active management and careful pool selection can help mitigate this risk.
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Impermanent Loss is more of an issue
as one asset declines a great deal relative to the other.

Positive return can mitigate impermanent loss Pools with >50% of one asset (e.g. Balancer) also can mitigate IL

Note: The time one asset takes to diverge from another is important. 
Positive yield from pool growth needs time to occur.
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Impermanent Loss is related to asset volatility, and can be mitigated with options 
fairly inexpensively. Bancor platform includes IL protection.
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Thank you!
July 2021
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RGNCM Digital Assets Presentation
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Early Adopters: RGN has been trading crypto since 2011, principals have 8-9 digit investments in crypto.

Experience with downside risk: We have experienced many substantial declines both in traditional and crypto assets.

Highly Experienced Operations Team: Our leaders have an average 15 years of tenure at the firm.

Top of Class Tech Ability: Crypto, HFT, Software Development, Risk Management and Trading (both crypto and 
futures).

SEC Registered: Unlike almost all firms in the digital asset sector, RGNCM is registered and compliant with the SEC.

Diversified Business Operations: RGNCM has strong operations in traditional finance world, futures, FX, Digital 
Assets.

RGNCM offers robust, experienced, institutional-grade Digital Asset management.

RGNCM offers stability in the cryptocurrency partnerships



Roy G. Niederhoffer is the President of RGNCM. He is responsible for the general management of the firm and the overall strategy. 
Mr. Niederhoffer graduated magna cum laude from Harvard in 1987 with a degree in Computational Neuroscience. After working 
for another hedge fund for 5 years, he founded R. G. Niederhoffer Capital Management, Inc. (“RGNCM”), in 1993. Since then, 
RGNCM has employed a quantitative, behavioral finance-based strategy to trade equities, fixed income, foreign exchange, digital 
assets and commodities to provide returns that are both valuable on a stand-alone basis and provide significant downside protection 
to clients' portfolios. Roy leads the Management Committee and brings nearly 30 years of experience in the hedge fund industry.

Mr. Niederhoffer also serves as Chairman of the Board for the New York City Opera and the Harmony Program. He is an 
accomplished classical and jazz pianist, plays violin with the Park Avenue Chamber Symphony, and is an avid skier. He, his wife 
and his five children reside in New York City.

Paul Shen is Head Trader and has been with the Investment Manager since inception in 1993. He is a member of the research, 
investment management and risk management teams. He is also a Member of the Management Committee. Mr. Shen has over 30 
years of industry experience and manages a team of traders who are responsible for the day-to-day implementation of the firm’s 
investment strategy. Prior to joining RGNCM, he was a market analyst and a risk analyst for the COMEX exchange, researcher, 
analyst and trader at NCZ Commodities, Inc. and a floor broker for NCZ Commodities on the NYMEX exchange. Mr. Shen 
graduated cum laude in 1989 from New York University with a BS in Finance and International Business. Mr. Shen lives with his wife 
and two children in New Jersey.

Alex Tseng Director of Digital Asset Trading for R. G. Niederhoffer Capital Management. Prior to joining, Alex was a Portfolio 
Manager at Tower Research Capital of a trading team running high frequency strategies on global equities, equity derivatives, and 
futures with a sharpe of over 8. Before Tower, he held positions developing equity derivatives market making and mid-frequency 
strategies at various hedge funds.

RGNCM Digital Assets Key Team Biographies



Ari Pine is Co-Founder at RGNCM Digital Gamma with 20+ years trading global markets. Prior to Co-Founding Digital Gamma, 
Mr. Pine ran quant trading strategies from 2014-2017 and managed options trading from 1997-2012. Precious metals market 
making and position taking at CME, BOE managing a team of 5; Equity options market making at PCX and Long volatility 
proprietary trader at HF. Mr. Pine is a software coding & design expert having developed trading software for cryptocurrency 
connecting to 12+ exchanges, smart order router, aggregated order books and overseeing risk management software for 
options MM. He holds a BS from Caltech in Engineering and a BA from Wesleyan University in History.

Paul Sacks is CIO at RGNCM Digital Gamma with 20+ years trading markets. Prior to co-founding Digital Gamma, Mr. Sacks 
developed unique, proprietary tail-risk style strategy using listed options. Mr. Sacks also launched a CTA & CPO and was an 
options market maker who founded, funded and managed an exchange designated market making operations in the gold 
market. He ran a profitable book through a variety of market cycles fine tuning trading strategies that ultimately led to the
formation of a CPO. Mr. Sacks holds a BBA in Finance from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Prince Jindal joined R. G. Niederhoffer Capital Management in 2021. Mr. Jindal holds a dual degree B.S. in Finance & 
Accounting from George Mason University. Mr. Jindal has been actively involved with the crypto markets since 2013 and 
provides research and management over the fund's DeFi investments. Prior to joining Niederhoffer, Mr. Jindal was a Portfolio 
Manager for Dwight Mortgage Trust, where his responsibilities included origination, underwriting and evaluation of commercial
real estate investments for the fund. Prior to Dwight, Mr. Jindal worked at Medley Management for the Tactical Opportunities and
Direct Lending teams. At Medley, Mr. Jindal was accountable for underwriting, deal execution and portfolio management of 
assets including direct equity positions as well as leveraged loans of middle market companies. Prior to Medley, Mr. Jindal was a 
Financial Analyst at The Blackstone Group.

RGNCM Digital Assets Key Team Biographies (continued)



Brian Duda is Head of Research. He joined RGNCM in 2002. Mr. Duda has a BS in Physics from MIT, an MS in Physics from 
UCLA, and a PhD in Physics from UCLA. For his doctoral research, he did research on laser-plasma interactions. After earning his
degree, he became a member of the technical staff at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory, where he did work on the jamming and spoofing 
of Automatic Target Recognition systems. This work led to an interest in the application of pattern recognition techniques such as 
neural networks as a predictor of the financial markets. Since joining RGNCM in 2002, he has spearheaded the firm’s extensive
research in nonlinear pattern recognition methods for constructing trading systems. Mr. Duda also directs the development of our 
analytical platform to test and evaluate trading and risk management strategies.

Zinovi Levitan is Director of Operations. He is responsible for RGNCM’s operations and fund administration and brings 20 years 
of experience to the industry. Mr. Levitan joined the firm in March 2008 from The Richcourt Group, a fund of hedge funds, where 
he was the Director of Operations. Prior to that, Mr. Levitan was at Two Sigma Investments where he was instrumental in 
establishing the Operations Department during its first few years of trading. Mr. Levitan’s career started at a global long/short 
equity hedge fund, trading equity options to dynamically hedge the portfolio as well as running a discretionary book of arbitrage 
strategies utilizing ADRs. He earned an MBA from Emory University and a BS in Finance and International Business from New 
York University. Mr. Levitan is a Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst. He is also fluent in Russian.

David Encalada is Director of Fund Accounting and is responsible for accounting and audit related matters. Prior to joining 
RGNCM in December 2007, Mr. Encalada was a senior accountant/analyst in the operations group of Guggenheim Advisors. 
Before that, he was an accountant at ING Alternative Investments and Lehman Brothers. Mr. Encalada is a Certified Public 
Accountant, having worked as a senior auditor at Goldstein Golub Kessler in the hedge fund and broker dealer department. With
25 years of experience in the industry, he is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the New York 
State Society of CPAs, and presently serves on the NYSSCPA Investment Management Committee. He graduated from Bernard M. 
Baruch College with an MBA in Finance and a BBA in Accounting.

RGNCM Digital Assets Key Team Biographies (continued)



The greatest bull market in history created $1.5T (mostly since March 2020)



Simultaneously, Decentralized Financial (DeFi) projects have exploded.



A partnership to capture a variety of Digital Asset return streams.

Investments include:
Cryptocurrency

DeFi
Vol-Arb

Cash Yield Capture
Trading

Many others

Uncorrelated Return 
Streams

Customized, 
adjustable
crypto Beta

~1 day liquidity

Transparent 
partnership structure 
with full access to PMsInvestor + RGNCM

Customized Custody 
Solution

A transparent, customized partnership to select and manage a diversified portfolio of digital asset return streams
with exposures ranging from Delta 1 (e.g. enhanced BTC/ETH) to Delta Neutral (stablecoin yield capture) with 
additional downside protection. 



Besides the compelling fundamental case for 10-100x 
returns, high returns in the Digital Asset/DeFi space 
result from a combination of great demand for cash 
and the high volatility of the underlying assets. 

To mitigate drawdowns like the 55% decline from April
highs to May lows and the 50% decline in March 2020:

• Diversification is key

• Determine risk parameters with client beforehand, choose appropriate Beta to BTC/ETH (we propose 0.3-
0.5 but we can work with a broad range), discuss appropriate hedging strategy costs

• Our firm is well capitalized and does not depend on incentive fees, so our incentives are to seek higher risk-
adjusted rather than just high returns from crypto price appreciation.

• Many strategies we propose produce stable or higher returns during periods of volatility, and have 0 or 
very low Beta to asset prices. (e.g. Stablecoin LPs, Liquidity pools with dynamic hedging, cash and carry 
options strategies etc.) 

• Consider using downside protection with options to cap extreme downside and employing RGN Diversified 
Futures to reduce downside risk during a future “black swan” liquidity crisis.

• Impermanent loss can be mitigated with diversification, dynamic active management of pool positions, 
hedging using borrows/shorts.

Mitigating downside risk



Proposed strategy allocation: ~40% long/60% Delta Neutral and Protective
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RGNCM Crypto/DeFi strategies

Strategy Name Strategy Description Why it works Selected Risk Factors

Proposed 

Allocation

Correlation 

to Bitcoin 

& Ether

Potential 

Annualized 

Return

Annualized 

Volatility
Enhanced Long 

BTC/ETH

Long exposure to the two dominant cryptocurrencies with yield enhancement 

via strategic/tactical investment to gain an additional 5-35% annualized 

return on top of the return of the base cryptocurrency

Demand for liquid, fixed-supply, fungible store of value with high yield; 

Yield enhancement from effiicient deployment of capital

Government regulation, price volatility, liquidity crises 

causing "flight to fiat cash."

25% 0.9 BTC/ETH return 

+ 10-40%

50%

Enhanced Long 

Additional 

Cryptocurrencies

Long exposure to additional major cryptocurrencies with yield enhancement 

via strategic/tactical investment to gain an additional 5-35% annualized 

return on top of the return of the base cryptocurrency. Examples: Cardano, 

Matic, Stellar

Capacity, speed, volatility, lack of focus, marketing, cost, etc. create 

opportunities for new projects. The major ones can appreciate even 

more than BTC/ETH

Volatility, underperformance compared to BTC/ETH 5% 0.7 -50 to 50% plus 

enhancement

60%

Liquidity Pool Yield 

Capture

Investment in liquidity pools to earn 10-100% with 0.4-0.7 correlation to 

underlying cryptos

Liquidity pool returns are related to implied volatility of 

cryptocurrencies/stablecoins on both a stand-alone and relative basis. 

Demand for leverage, liquidity, cross-market trading creates demand 

for swapping.

Impermanent loss, smart contract risk, price volatility 

of one asset vs. another; token price drops reduce 

value of rewards

15% 0.4-0.7 10-40% 30%

Enhanced Liquidity 

Pool Arbitrage

LP yields can be enhanced by dynamic entry/exit of pool, other methods; 

Dynamic hedging, LP Token farming; beyond 50/50 and 2-sided pools

[secret sauce] Impermanent loss, smart contract risk, price volatility 

of one asset vs. another; token price drops reduce 

value of rewards

5% 0 to 0.5 20% low

Systematic Trading 

(crypto and futures)

Application of generalized short and long-term systematic momentum, trend 

and mean reversion strategies to tactically vary long exposure

Cryptocurrencies follow standard market patterns; Trend following and 

other strategies can reduce during unfavorable market moves and add 

alpha

Out of database events; exogenous market moves 10% -1 to +1 10-20% 20%

Stablecoin Yield 

Capture

Investment in liquidity pools to earn 10-30% with minimal long 

cryptocurrency exposure; Have achieved 38% on 8 digit prop capital

Demand for cash for lending and investment in the Digital Asset sector 

is extremely high, because money center banks are not active.

Stablecoin depeg 15% 0 10-40% 0-30%

Cross chain/ 

CeFi/DeFi 

Arbitrage

Ex: Capture mispricings between two competing blockchains;Arb options 

vol surface against defi implied options vol surface; dynamically hedged LP 

positions;using futures to hedge LP risk

Structural inefficiencies between blockchains;Liquidity pools allow for 

arb profits;Relationship between LPs and options is not perfectly 

understood by many; 

Smart contract risk; tail risk moves 5% 0 10-20% 0-10%

New DeFi Projects Excellent network/smart contract audit ability allows early participation in 

new projects if they pass screening

Early investors in great projects have done extremely well Smart contract risk; rug pulls; illiquidity 5% 5-10% 50-150%

Options/Vol-

Arb/Basis Trading

Short term interest rate captures (calendar spreads); Options 

arbitrage/relative value; Automatic options market making; Quant 

directional trading in options; Collars/overwrites/tail risk hedging

High implied vols create massive opportunities; many participants are 

unsophisitcated; unusual high and low demand; special situiations (e.g. 

Greyscale)

Exchange liqudity risk/tail events(could be 

good)/entry-exit liquidity; Inexperienced options 

traders can make mistakes;

15% -1 to +1 - can 

be zero

15-25% Variable

Downside 

Protection from 

crypto declines

Employ options (risk reversals, puts, spreads) to mitigate extreme downside 

at reasonable cost. Dynamic hedging of liquidity pool long exposure using 

borrow/shorting

High volatiltiy makes these negatively correlated trades, though 

somewhat costly, valuable to allow maintenance of positions for many 

years

Options exchange risk, decline in premium captured 

due to crypto price depreciation (consider converting 

premium to cash/CME)

5% strongly 

negative

negative - TBD Variable

RGN Diversified 

Program Futures 

Overlay

The decline in March 2020 was a massive liquidity crisis, in which 

everything with a bid including crypto was sold. Because of the captial 

efficiency of RGNCM futures trading, we propose including this as a hedge 

against liquidiy crises. This is what Roy does personally.

RGNCM has  demonstrated the ability to make money in liquidity crises 

for more than 30 years.

Traditional futures strategy risks 5% negative 

during liquidity 

crises

~10%/year 

better in high 

vol. 

environments

18%



• Partnership to begin and have regular updates on allocation goals, risk allocation, fundamental 
expectations, etc. 

• Overall risk framework inspired by RGNCM risk management procedures developed over 30y
• Maximum drawdown defined by Investor
• Crypto downside risk can be mitigated using options
• DeFi risk:

• Optimized risk-return allocation with proprietary risk scoring system
• Smart Contract

• Goal: Internal as well as code audit, static analysis, and testnet deployment (e.g. bugs, 
malicious code)

• Evaluation for exploitable features in project framework
(e.g. pricing risk)

• Market
• Available liquidity across exchanges
• Liquidity quality evaluation
• Token price volatility
• Correlation to other assets in portfolio

• Liquidity Pool Risk
• Position modeling
• Simulation of portfolio with stress testing
• Dynamic hedging where appropriate

Risk Management



 RGNCM internal teams and security systems vetted over 20 years of experience in futures and 10 in 
digital assets

 SEC-compliant client-centered security guidelines

 Best practice: multi-party computation (MPC) custody rather than traditional key sharding

https://nomics.com/guides/cryptocurrency-custody-solutions

Custody



Ethereum DeFi Yield Capture current example

Pool: Farm:



• 62% on two correlated 
tokens (ETH and MATIC 
(Polygon)) and Matic)

• 27% on two core 
holdings (BTC/ETH)

• 49% on ETH + USDC 
Stablecoin (has been 
as high as 100% 
during volatile periods)

Polygon DeFi Yield Capture current example:



Ex: Single sided liquidity pools (15%/yr BTC, 39%/yr on USDC Stablecoin):



Where does the return of a Liquidity Pool come from?

Key concept: Impermanent Loss

1) Pool charges a fee for users to swap (exchange) between the two (or more) tokens of
the pool (usually 0.25% to 0.3%). Higher swap volume -> higher fees to liquidity
providers.

2) Higher rewards accrue in pools where assets are volatile and uncorrelated (e.g.
ETH/USDC). This is directly related to the implied volatility of the tokens, since a
liquidity provider is “short volatility”

3) Projects can offer extra incentives (“rewards”) to build deep liquidity pools - these
rewards can often be higher than the swapping fees in (1).

4) The overall price movement of BTC and ETH influences volume and volatility, and
thus the higher those two tokens go, the better LP investors do.



MATIC-QUICK Volume - decreasing

MATIC/QUICK – high correlation

QUICK price – declining

Evaluating a Liquidity Pool

• How large is the pool? (bigger is 
better)

• What is the impact of your investment 
on pool return?

• How long will rewards run (if any)?

• What is the form of those rewards (will 
rewards be converted or kept)?

• How stable are the fees 
(volume/price)?

• What is volatility of each asset, and 
are they correlated?

• What % of return is in the form of fees 
vs. rewards?

• What else can you do with each token 
(opportunity cost/cost of capital)?

For $1-2M investment, this pool with two 
correlated tokens is attractive as long as 
QUICK rewards are running.



Leveraging a lending platform:

• Compound is a DeFi lending 
platform with $13B on 
deposit.

• Users can earn interest on 
many crypto and stable coins, 
and use them as collateral to 
borrow.

• Depositors and lenders both 
receive extra rewards.

• Positions may be leveraged to 
earn yield up to 9.6% on 
wBTC.



Key Takeaways:

• The term structure of bitcoin futures is often steep
• This gives rise to sizable returns in market neutral, arbitrage type strategies
• These continue to perform during massive corrections

Cash and carry:

• Low market risk but credit risk must be assessed
• There may be mark-to-market losses
• Will converge by expiration

The Trade:

• Sell future; buy spot
• (67,484 – 62,849) / 62,849 * 365 / 72 = .3739

6/25/2021 Deribit future 67,484

Days until expiration 72

Bitcoin spot price 62,849

Basis 4,635

Annualized yield 37.39%

PricesPricesPricesPrices asasasas ofofofof 4444////14141414////2021202120212021

Cash and carry: Sample trade



Top 10 ways to lose money in DeFi:

1. Smart Contract programming errors (race conditions, int overflow, etc.)

2. Protocol design errors (e.g. price source can be manipulated, mint/burn interaction 
with pricing source)

3. Dark forest attacks (e.g. front/back running/sandwich attack, sniping)

4. Protocol specific losses (e.g. liquidation of loan, Impermanent loss)

5. Griefing/DoS attack

6. Gas overspend

7. Oracle Failure

8. Slippage overspend

9. Failure to monitor end of rewards

10. Outright fraud/Malicious contracts
(e.g. pyramid schemes/rug pulls)

Iron Finance: $2b loss from oracle failure/design error



• Our view is that Bitcoin mining may help promote increased use of renewable energy sources.

• Energy derived from fossil fuel is too expensive to make large-scale mining profitable. Therefore, miners 
seek out cheaper, eco-friendly, renewable sources instead which in turn supports the growth of the 
renewable energy sector.

• Another way that RGN will work to reduce its carbon footprint, is through the purchase of carbon offset 
credits, making our crypto transactions essentially carbon neutral.

ESG Crypto trading



Background Information



Decentralized finance, commonly referred to as “DeFi,” is a blockchain-based form of finance that does not 
rely on central financial intermediaries such as brokerages, exchanges, or banks to offer traditional financial 
instruments, and instead utilizes smart contracts on blockchains, the most common being Ethereum.

Examples include:

• Cryptocurrencies
• Borrow/Lend
• Decentralized Asset Exchanges
• Derivatives

• Options/Futures
• Synthetic Securities (e.g. equity trackers)

• Automated Investment Strategies 
• Pricing Sources (Price Oracle)

What is Decentralized Finance?



Smart contracts are computer programs that automate the enforcement of terms. 

They resemble traditional contracts but the language is code. This code is run on a de-centralized network most 
commonly referred to as the “blockchain.”

The major smart contract languages are Solidity and Vyper (Ethereum). Others include Move (Facebook) and 
Clarity. More here: SCL List

Traditional Contracts Smart Contracts

What is a Smart Contract?



1.Smart contract bugs. A bug is what allowed hackers to drain 3.6 million ETH from The DAO back in 2016, the first major project to resemble what we call DeFi today. Now, 
the most reputable DeFi teams attempt to mitigate the risk of bugs by hiring better developers and submitting their code to auditing teams. However, time after time, we’ve seen 
unaudited code and audited code fail a DeFi community, sometimes leading to losses as big as tens of millions of dollars. If you’re looking to mitigate the risk of smart contract 
bugs, thankfully there’s DeFi insurance, like Nexus Mutual, which covers bugs. You should also check to see whether the app you’re using has been audited, and importantly, 
what those audits have found.

2. Custody failure. If you give up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or appgive up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or appgive up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or appgive up your seed phrase or are tricked into entering the seed phrase into a fake website or app, you can lose everything in your wallet. This 
holds true not just for DeFi, but for all of crypto: Never enter your seed phrase, or share it, or store it digitally in a place like your phone or computer.

3. Oracle failure has been a major vector of attack in DeFi in 2020. This is where bad actors use a flash loan to buy or sell an asset, which manipulates the asset price long 
enough for them to arbitrage the difference and exploit a protocol for millions of dollars. Think of it this way: If the application on-chain thinks an apple is worth $100 for even 
a few seconds while the rest of the world is buying and selling apples at $1, a bad actor can sell apples at $100 and walk away with a large profit. By that time anyone 
realizes what they’ve done, there’s often no way to retrieve the funds because of the unchangeable nature of the blockchain and the trustlessness and permissionlessness that 
enables someone to remain anonymous. Oracle failure is part of the reason why Chainlink is such a revered project solving such a huge challenge in the face of DeFi’s
adoption.

4. Admin key risk. Always be on the lookout for centralized admin controls that allow a developer or team to lock or move funds deposited into the DeFi app. Normally, the 
most reputable teams in DeFi, like Compound, will put in a time lock preventing code changes from happening without approval from multiple parties or a DAO that governs 
upgrades and proposals, and a second time delay so the community can be warned if a potentially unfavorable or controversial change is coming to the protocol. Check to 
see how much control the teams behind the apps that your using have over the code.

5. Liquidity crises. This refers to a lockup of funds and a lack of liquidity. A simple example is if you lend DAI to Aave but all the DAI gets borrowed and the app indicates 
100% of DAI is “utilized”, you cannot withdraw your DAI until some borrowers return the funds. This is less likely to happen and is much less concerning as a risk, but is a risk 
nonetheless due to the overcollateralized loans that dominate DeFi.

6. Governance failure. There are debates whether whales can exert such influence as to vote in their own best interest and hurt the community, while others might argue whales 
wouldn’t self-sabotage a protocol with their money in it. There are also ongoing debates about deep pocketed CeFi exerting its influence on DeFi governance to protect the 
interests of the mega large exchanges.

7. Peg failure. Any time you’ve got exposure to stablecoins or pegged assets like WBTC, there’s risk that the stablecoinsstablecoinsstablecoinsstablecoins or pegged assets could deor pegged assets could deor pegged assets could deor pegged assets could de----pegpegpegpeg, causing all sorts of 
issues (like an AMM liquidity pool going to $0). This is exactly why baskets of stablecoins exist, like mUSD by mStable, which aims to establish a stablecoin made up of the 
most liquid and popular stablecoins in case one ever fails.

Some Significant Risks of DeFi



UniswapUniswapUniswapUniswap/Providing Liquidity/Providing Liquidity/Providing Liquidity/Providing Liquidity
Uniswap is a leading decentralized crypto exchange that runs 

on the Ethereum blockchain.

The vast majority of crypto trading takes place on centralized 
exchanges such as Coinbase and Binance. These platforms are 
governed by a single authority (the company that operates the 
exchange), require users to place funds under their control and 
use a traditional order book system to facilitate trading. 

Order book-based trading is where buy and sell orders are 
presented in a list along with the total amount placed in each 
order. The amount of open buy and sell orders for an asset is 
known as “market depth.” In order to make a successful trade 
using this system, a buy order has to be matched with a sell 
order on the opposite side of the order book for the same 
amount and price of an asset, and vice versa.

For example, if you wanted to sell one bitcoin (BTC) at a price of 
$33,000 on a centralized exchange, you’d need to wait for a 
buyer to appear on the other side of the order book who’s 
looking to buy an equal or higher amount of bitcoin at that 
price.

The main problem with this type of system is liquidity, which in 
this context refers to the depth and number of orders there are 
on the order book at any given time. If there’s low liquidity, it 
means traders may not be able to fill their buy or sell orders.

Another way to think of liquidity: Imagine you own a food stall 
in a street market. If the street market is busy with stall owners 
selling goods and people buying produce and products, it would 
be considered a “liquid market.” If the market was quiet and 
there was little buying and selling going on, it would be 
considered a “narrow market.”



What is Uniswap?

Uniswap is a completely different type of exchange that‘s fully 
decentralized – meaning it isn’t owned and operated by a single 
entity – and uses a relatively new type of trading model called an 
automated liquidity protocol (see below).

The Uniswap platform was built in 2018 on top of the Ethereum 
blockchain, the world’s second-largest cryptocurrency project by 
market capitalization, which makes it compatible with all ERC-20 
tokens and infrastructure such as wallet services like MetaMask and 
MyEtherWallet. 

Uniswap is also completely open source, which means anyone can 
copy the code to create their own decentralized exchanges. It even 
allows users to list tokens on the exchange for free. Normal 
centralized exchanges are profit-driven and charge very high fees to 
list new coins, so this alone is a notable difference. Because Uniswap
is a decentralized exchange (DEX), it also means users maintain 
control of their funds at all times as opposed to a centralized 
exchange that requires traders to give up control of their private keys 
so that orders can be logged on an internal database rather than be 
executed on a blockchain, which is more time consuming and 
expensive. By retaining control of private keys, it eliminates the risk 
of losing assets if the exchange is ever hacked. According to the 
latest figures, Uniswap is currently the fourth-largest decentralized 
finance (DeFi) platform and has over $3 billion worth of crypto assets 
locked away on its protocol.

How Uniswap works
Uniswap runs on two smart contracts; an “Exchange” contract and a 
“Factory” contract. These are automatic computer programs that are 
designed to perform specific functions when certain conditions are 
met. In this instance, the factory smart contract is used to add new 
tokens to the platform and the exchange contract facilitates all token 
swaps, or “trades.” Any ERC20-based token can be swapped with 
another on the updated Uniswap v.2 platform.



Automated liquidityAutomated liquidityAutomated liquidityAutomated liquidity
The way Uniswap solves the liquidity problem (described in the 
introduction) of centralized exchanges is through an automated 
liquidity protocol. This works by incentivizing people trading on 
the exchange to become liquidity providers (LPs): Uniswap
users pool their money together to create a fund that’s used to 
execute all trades that take place on the platform. Each token 
listed has its own pool that users can contribute to, and the 
prices for each token are worked out using a math algorithm 
run by a computer (explained in “How token price is 
determined,” below). With this system, a buyer or seller does 
not have to wait for an opposite party to appear to complete a 
trade. Instead, they can execute any trade instantly at a known 
price provided there’s enough liquidity in the particular pool to 
facilitate it. In exchange for putting up their funds, each LP 
receives a token that represents the staked contribution to the 
pool.

For example, if you contributed $10,000 to a liquidity pool that 
held $100,000 in total, you would receive a token for 10% of 
that pool. This token can be redeemed for a share of the 
trading fees. Uniswap charges users a flat 0.30% fee for every 
trade that takes place on the platform and automatically sends 
it to a liquidity reserve. Whenever a liquidity provider decides 
they want to exit, they receive a portion of the total fees from 
the reserve relative to their staked amount in that pool. The 
token they received which keeps a record of what stake they’re 
owed is then destroyed. After the Uniswap v.2 upgrade, a new 
protocol fee was introduced that can be turned on or off via a 
community vote and essentially sends 0.05% of every 0.30% 
trading fee to a Uniswap fund to finance future development. 
Currently, this fee option is turned off, however, if it is ever 
turned on it means LPs will start receiving 0.25% of pool 
trading fees.



How token price is determined

Another important element of this system is how it determines 
the price of each token. Instead of an order book system 
where the price of each asset is determined by the highest 
buyer and lowest seller, Uniswap uses an automated market 
maker system. This alternative method for adjusting the price 
of an asset based on its supply and demand uses a long-
standing mathematical equation. It works by increasing and 
decreasing the price of a coin depending on the ratio of how 
many coins there are in the respective pool.

It’s important to note that whenever someone adds a new 
ERC-20 token to Uniswap, that person has to add a certain 
amount of the chosen ERC-20 token and an equal amount of 
another ERC-20 token to start the liquidity pool. 

The equation for working out the price of each token is x*y=k, 
where the amount of token A is x and the amount of token B is 
y. K is a constant value, aka a number that doesn’t change. 
For example, Bob wants to trade chainlink (LINK) for ether 
using the Uniswap LINK/ETH pool. Bob adds a large number 
of LINK to the pool which increases the ratio of LINK in the 
pool to ether. Since the value K must remain the same, it 
means the cost of ether increases while the cost of link in the 
pool decreases. 

So the more LINK Bob puts in, the less ether he gets in return 
because the price of it increases.  The size of the liquidity 
pool also determines how much the price of tokens will 
change during a trade. The more money, aka liquidity, there 
is in a pool, the easier it is to make larger trades without 
causing the price to slide as much.

Chart by Vitalik Buterin
Source: Ethresear.ch



Impermanent Loss

https://finematics.com/impermanent-loss-explained/

Video about Impermanent Loss

AMM protocols are controlled by an underlying mathematical formula that adjusts the ratios of 
the assets in the pool while simultaneously determining their prices. While this formula allows the 
market to function, it is also what is responsible for Impermanent Loss.

Impermanent Loss occurs when the mathematical formula adjusts the asset ratio in a pool to ensure they 
remain at 50:50 in terms of value and the liquidity provider loses out on gains from a deposited asset 
that outperforms.

Active management and careful pool selection can help mitigate this risk.



Impermanent Loss is more of an issue
as one asset declines a great deal relative to the other.

Positive return can mitigate impermanent loss Pools with >50% of one asset (e.g. Balancer) also can mitigate IL

Note: The time one asset takes to diverge from another is important. 
Positive yield from pool growth needs time to occur.



Impermanent Loss is related to asset volatility, and can be mitigated with options 
fairly inexpensively. Bancor platform includes IL protection.



Thank you!
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